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Data mining as a valuable Step in the applied science production

Education and research are fundamental factors for a dynamic society. By this background and this approach which has a long history, educational system is based on teacher or teachers pivotal role. On the other
hand, there were beginners that by practice in the presence of their mentors, had insatiable for knowledge
acquisition.
Producing and collecting the data is significantly increased in the world, in the last two decades, so,
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Over time, especially in last centuries, knowledge and skill acquisition and everlasting changes in this
In this field , the mentioned process become popularize by some other sciences such that data exfield are really inevitable.There fore, With this approach on (27/9/1386), Upon the request date25.04.1386 No.
traction from patient records and medical records dataset, could lead to the identification of the disease
405-3263 and And the approval of the Supreme Council of the expansion of higher education, At a meeting of
progression and causes and provided valuable information to the experts in order to identify the causes of
(26.8.1386), Final approval was obtained for the establishment of Research Institute of Molecular Cell Biolthe disease , diagnosis , prevention and treatment with regards to environmental factors which enhanced
ogy and SAREM Stem Cell divided into three Research groups Research groups: reproduction, immunology
lifetime of the people. The most important available services provided by data mining methods in these
and stem cells
fields. EHR (Electronic Health Records) established by data mining in Sarem hospital to access to patient
And also on 12/3/1387 , the Ministry of Health of the Department , deputy of Research and Technology ,
information easily and prevent archive space loss and prevent wrong data entering and also provide basis
The license requested for “Fertility and Infertility Research Center” (SAFIR) in infertility & reproductive
for related activities, such activities include
health.On 25/12/1393, permission for the establishment of infertility research center obtained and officially
- Evaluation of the effectiveness of treatment (Such as assessing the impact of drugs and their side
began its activities in 1394.(March 2015)
effects)
The purpose of the establishment and investment in these research centers is uniting the science and prac- Health Management
tice, helping high-powered talents, Specialized Training through research. and Finally, converting the country
- Customer relationship management
into a knowledge hub and breaking the boundaries beyond technology.
- Diagnosis and prevention of the disease (such as diagnosis and prevention of the various types of
cancer and chronic diseases)
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- fraud detection
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- medical images analysis
and
- evidence based medicine.
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